SERVICE DESCRIPTION
NQM Knowledge Base
Content Management System

NQM Knowledge Base
Overview
NQM Knowledge Base provides a Content Management System (CMS) that allows
organisations to document and share their knowledge as a website in a simple, secure, and
elegantly presented way.

Features
●

●

●

●

Secure CMS: Content is hosted using NquiringMinds award winningly secure
Trusted Data Exchange (TDX) platform. Your organisation’s data will only ever be
accessible and editable by those with the correct permissions.
Modern web-design: Using elegant Material UI interfaces, your text is rendered in a
clean and presentable way, with web pages that look just as good on desktops as
they do on smartphones. Customise the look of the portal once and text formats once
and it will be consistent across your entire portal.
Flexible content creation: Your knowledge base can group content across multiple
web pages, each of which can be customised with sub-folders for grouping similar
information pages.
Rich content rendering: Pages are created using markdown. Allowing you to add
tables, pictures, code, links, and formatted text to create rich content experiences.

●

●

Live editing: Edit your articles in the fully equipped text editor, that lets you preview
your changes before saving them. Your changes become live for all users as soon as
you save.
Smart searching: All documents are searchable both within their own page and
across your entire knowledge base.

Benefits
●

●
●
●
●

●

State-of-the-art security with TDX keeps your knowledge out of the hands of those
that do not have permission to access it. Public-facing pages can be used to help you
share information and documentation with clients.
Modern responsive web design means you can trust your web pages look good on
PCs and smartphones, maximising your content’s accessibility.
Content is simple to create with markdown, set the style once, then you only have to
worry about the text.
NQM Knowledge Base can be deployed as a module within your existing website,
providing you with a documentation extension, or as a stand-alone platform.
NQM Knowledge Base is a web-based documentation platform, allowing you to get
your organisations information out of text documents scattered across a shared file
system, and into an accessible online platform.
As an online platform, once you make changes, they’re available for all users at the
same link. There’s no longer any need to circulate a document every time it changes.

System Preview
Clean, modern web design

Customise the theme and look of your portal, and even include your logo. All style selections
will apply automatically to your articles.

Web-based editing

Edit text and preview your article side-by-side. You can see how your page will look as you
edit, so you can be confident in your finished product.

Mobile friendly
The portal responds to your screen size, so it always looks
good, even on small screens. This allows you, your
colleagues, and your customers to access your important
information on the go.

Demo Account
For a demo account to explore the features described in this document please email
info@nqminds.com

